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Abstract

Educational guidance involves amongst other things course planning and solution of numerous problems that students would come across during the course of their studies. It implies that in the schools there are a lot of problems facing the child and these include the choice of subjects, how to study anxiety on where to pass or fail examinations, choice of schools to attend, how to combine subject so as to pursue any area of study, disillusionment with chosen subjects, problem of coping with a course of study, lack of interest and lack of motivation. According to Deng (1982) it aims at maximizing the 38 intellectual potential of the student so that they may live up to all their abilities as persons as well as learners of subject matter.
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Introduction

Concept of Guidance

The American Personnel and Guidance Association (1967) define Guidance as an organized effort of a school to help the individual child to develop his maximum potential. Bernard and Fullmark (1977) on their part consider Guidance as the formal and informal effort to guide youths into the future while Ipaye (1983) sees guidance as a generic label, an umbrella term that covers all the means whereby an instruction identifies and responds to the needs of pupils or students no matter the nature of the need and no matter its sources thereby helping the child to develop to his/her maximum potential. Another leading researcher, Rao (1981) looks at Guidance as the assistance given to individual in making intelligent choices and adjustments. Okon (1984) tends to agree with Rao when he defined guidance as a total program of a number of highly specialized activities implemented by all staff members to help individuals make wise, intelligent choices and decisions.

From the above definitions, the following salient points emerge.

- Guidance is a helping relationship.
- It is a total school program provided for pupils by teachers, administrators, guidance specialists and other school personnel on a continuous basis.
- It is aimed at assisting the individual to understand and accept himself and his world thereby becoming a more effective, more productive and happier human being.
- It takes place with normal people who may be experiencing situational crisis.

Concept of Counseling

Counseling has been defined in different ways by different authors. Shertzer Stone (1976) have defined counseling as a learning process in which individuals learn about themselves, their interpersonal relationships and behaviors that advance their personal development. In the same vein, Dustin and George (1973) define counseling as a learning process designed to increase adaptive behavior and to decrease maladaptive behavior. On his part, Perez (1965) sees counseling as an interactive process conjoining the counselee who needs assistance and the counselor who is trained and educated to give this assistance. Through his communication of feelings of respect, tolerance, spontaneity and warmth, the counselor initiates, facilities and maintains the interactive process.

Thompson and Poppen (1972) define counseling as a person to person relationship in which one person helps another to resolve an area of conflict that has not been hitherto resolved.

The American Guidance Services Inc. defines Counseling as the process in which an experienced and trained person assists a second person to:

- Understand himself and his opportunities.
- Make appropriate adjustments and decisions in the light of his understanding.
- Accepts the responsibility for the choice.
- Follow a course of action in harmony with his choice.
Differences between Guidance and Counselling

The terms Counseling and Guidance have generated controversies among authorities in the field regarding whether counseling and guidance reflect similar process activities or whether both terms should remain independent considering the fact that there exist some differences between the two. There are varied opinions among writers in this regard a careful study of the available literature shows that professional opinion is not unanimous about the differences between guidance and counseling. Some writers such as Shertzer and Stone (1976) argue that distinctions between the terms frequently tend to be artificial, forced or contrived and theoretical rather than qualitative and practical in nature hence the terms should be used interchangeably. However, other writers such as Rao (1981) argue that although the two terms are in most respects similar and appear to be two sides of the same coin, subtle differences exist between them.

The following are some of the differences often cited by guidance & counseling workers

- Guidance is an umbrella term which over a total school program of activities and services aimed at assisting pupils to make and carry out satisfactory adjustment in life. On the other hand, counseling is one part of guidance services (the other being appraisal, placement, follow up, orientation, information, referral, etc). In the words of Shertzer and Stone, counseling is subsumed by the general term Guidance, in that it is one service within guidance rather than a synonym.

- Guidance is recommended for all students on a regular basis while counseling is for only those who are experiencing continuing or temporary problems that information alone will not resolve. Thus, counseling has a therapeutic function.

- Guidance attempts to modify behaviors and attitudes through the provision of accurate and usable data. Emphasis is on cognitive or intellective functioning. On the other hand, counseling attempts to change attitudes and behaviors by emphasizing affective involvement.

- Another distinction often made between guidance and counseling is that while Guidance is primarily targeted at an individual or ‘classroom size’ group with a potential for self direction but having a need for information, the focus of counseling, on the other hand, is primarily individual attention targeted at non-incapacitating problems related to a need for self understanding.

- Guidance presupposes direction, and casts the client-counselor relation as prescriptive and instructional with the counselor as an authority figure, teacher and expert and the client as helpless, dependent, docile and passive whereas counseling views the client-counselor relationship as a ‘partnership that works’ with the client actively involved and taking responsibility for his actions and decisions.

- Guidance could be given by anybody (principal, teacher, priest, parent, trained school counselor or any other school personnel) at any setting (school, market place, church, mosque, etc) using any medium of communication. (Audio visual, television, radio, bill board, etc). whereas counseling can only be given by a trained counselor in a school or clinical setting on a face to face relationship.

Educational Guidance and Counseling

Educational guidance has been defined by Peters and Farewell (1967) as “the assistance given to pupils individually and through group techniques to help them function more effectively in their school program”. They explained further that “it includes assistance given to the pupil in adjusting to the school setting, curriculum and extra-curricular offerings of the school, and planning preparing and carrying through an appropriate educational plan of development. In the process of education, the home/family, the community and the school (the society as a whole) can be said to be involved in the molding of the individual by subjecting him to certain selected and controlled situations to help 39 him in the attainment of social competence and optimum individual development.

Most people, however, view education in terms of schooling in the academic environment and going by the American Personnel and Guidance Association (APGA) (1967)’s definition of guidance as “an organized effort of a school to help the individual child develop his maximum potentials”, the students would need Educational guidance to make the best use of the available opportunities. Right from the Nursery/Primary school level, the school counselor should endeavor to find out the special talented children, the gifted ones as well as the handicapped and the emotionally disturbed ones, with a view to evolving an appropriate plan for their educational progress. Such educational progress should be effectively monitored by the school counselor to ensure a smooth transition into the
secondary school system. At the junior secondary level the individual student should be guided in identifying his educational opportunities based on his academic potentialities. Guidance in the choice of subject at the end of the first three academic sessions in the secondary school is a basic necessity. Through academic guidance, the students are helped to identify their vocational interest, capabilities and opportunities and their choice of school subjects are based on these considerations. In the absence of professional guidance, Parental influence, peer group pressure, financial constraints, identification with siblings and significant others, are some of the major problems which students may have battle with in the course of their choice of subjects. The school guidance counselor provides the necessary information.

**Academic Guidance and Educational Information**

There are various types of Educational Information and the following are some of them:

- Information about the school rules and regulations.
- Information regarding the different departments in the schools and the various subject being taught. The school time table and schedule of activities, both curricular and co curricular for each team.
- The various clubs and societies in the school, what they stand for and the time of their meetings.
- Information about the various post secondary schools available in the locality and in other places.
- Information about the minimum requirements and the subjects required for each course of study in the universities and other tertiary institutions.
- Information regarding the various types of occupation and the training/qualification required before entry into such occupation.
- Information regarding scholarships, bursaries, student’s loans and other sponsorship opportunities.
- The type of correspondence school, available, their addresses and school fees. Opportunities for on-the-job training, short courses available locally and abroad, long vacation courses, extra courses, extra moral/evening lessons and apprenticeship opportunities for those students who are terminating their formal education at the crunt level and those who would not go beyond secondary level.

The information collected by the school counselor could be made available to the student and others members of staff through.

- The use of various education technologies such as: films, video slides, handbills, posters, banners and so on.
- Group guidance Sessions: The school guidance counselor could disseminate educational information by making a general presentation to the student on a class by class or through groups specifically for the purpose of such information.
- The school newsletter or magazine could be an effective means of getting educational information across to the students and even their educated parents and siblings.
- School assemblies could also serve as a good forum for the dissemination of academic information, especially the ones that are general to the students.
- Excursions could be arranged by the school counselor to higher institutions, vocational training centers and workshops to afford the students the opportunity to see for themselves, collect more information and clarify the ones that are not clear. Excursion should be mostly to places within the locality but the ones that would involve traveling should be well planned ahead of time with due permission from the parent/guardian of the students who are going to participate in such excursion.
- Information can be disseminated through the school library which in itself is a rich source of education information. Current educational information could be strategically located in the library where all the students would have access to it.

**Academic Counselling**

This is a very important aspect of educational guidance through which the guidance counselor can help the student in solving the problems that are attitude oriented and those related to feelings and self-direct motivation. For example, under-achievement in academic events, which is different from academic failure, can be dealt with through the process of academic counseling. The school guidance counselor can make use of Bakare (1971) Study Habit Inventory (SHI) or construct his own inventory that would be relevant and useful in finding out the problems of the students. Student should be guided concerning:

A. how to make effective use of the library
B. what to study
C. where to study
D. when to study
E. how to study
How to Make Effective use of the Library

Students should be conducted round the different sections of the library during the orientation and regulations. They should know the period the library. A time should be devoted to enlighten them about how to develop library skills because the acquisitions of library skills are an important aid to effective study. Students should be guided as to how and where to get the different types of books journal and monographs. The school librarians should be involved in this guidance service.

What to Study

It is usually assumed that students know what to study whereas most students just study to pass their examinations. While it is true that what students study for their examinations contribute to their knowledge, it is imperative for them to know that even without examinations, they need to study materials related to their discipline to acquire knowledge and understanding which they should be able to practical’s in real life situations. In effect, they should read an study relevant articles in journals, books, newspapers etc. References given by their subject teacher teachers should be searched for and studied.

Where to Study

After knowing what to study, the students need to know where to study. This is because; the right choice of where to study would influence the students’ ability to concentrate on what he is studying. Quite environment is conducive to learning. The study place should therefore be relatively free from noise and distractions. The student should avoid putting in his study room decorations that can easily distract his attention while studying. He should not engage in other activities such as sleeping, eating or watching television in his study room. The place should be well lighted and ventilated. All the materials needed in the process of study should be at hand so that the student’s attention is not easily diverted. The student should not cultivate the habit of reading only in bed because it is easily to fall asleep (that is in fact what bed is made for) and no serious studying can be done, since it would be extremely difficult to jot down points and coordinate the materials being studied.

When to Study

It is also important for the students to know how to organize their lives and the demands thereof. A serious student should have a schedule of activities for each day because according to Omisakin (1991), lack of activities schedule could constitute a major impediment in the attainment of the desired goals of the individual. It is not just enough to schedule time for study; the student should keep to the schedule which is commonly referred to as the planner or the time table. Apart from the school time table taking into consideration his other involvements. When the schools is in session, for example, the early morning and evenings should form part of the week day’s schedule of private study while more time should be allocated to study during the weekends. Drawing up to a personal time and adhering to it has some advantages:

- It helps to allocate a relatively equal period of study to both ‘liked’ and ‘dislike’ subject which would have otherwise been neglected.
- The student would have specific target to aim at and thus be motivated to study.
- It saves time and energy which would have been dissipated in cracking one’s brain as to which to read at a particular time.
- iv. It helps to establish consistent study of all subjects before class tests or examination and even after.
- As it is rightly referred to as ‘the planner’, ‘time-table drawn up and strictly followed so much as possible help to plan one’s time and would eventually lead to good academic achievement an personal satisfaction. Other areas of the student’s life would also become organized.
- It helps to guide against inhibitions which may likely occur when two subjects that are not similar are being studied in succession. The one that has been studied may interfere with the student’s ability to study the second one effectively. This is referred to as ‘proactive inhibition’. On the other hand, if it is the one being studied now that is interfering with the subject already studied about an hour ago for example, such interference I called ‘retroactive inhibition’. In the process of time tabling, however, this type of subjects are spaced so as to allow a relatively long time between them to minimize inhibition.
- A well planned time table would make allowance for short break after studying depending on the level of the student so as to rejuvenate the student’s energy and prevent drowsiness, daydreaming and boredom. It is important to note however, that in spite of planning their study periods through the construction 45 of a time table and even keeping strictly to such schedule, some students might still be studying poorly, therefore the school counselor should also guide students as to how to study.
Some Effective Study Methods

Practice and Rehearsal: Some students just manage to read through their textbooks or notes and they think they have studied well enough but this may not be true and as such, they need to be helped to understand the essence of practice and rehearsal. They have to read their notes and relevant text several times and write down the summary of what they have read in their own to check the level of their understanding. Such practice would help to improve their retention and performance. Students should however, not be encouraged to go too deep into note-learning (just memorizing their notes) Akinboye (1981). Students should engage in systematic, well planned, spaced-out study than mass cramming close to examination period.

Note Taking: The method of taking notes is an important aspect of effective study skills. Even though many teachers write notes on the chalkboard for their students to copy or dictate notes. Still many students do not take down notes when they are studying on their own. They need to engage in note taking while the y are doing their private studies since this would help them to concentrate on what they are reading. Through note taking, important points can be separated from the supporting ones and the examples noted where available. Such students can interpret the ideas and write them in their own words, draw the diagrams and sketches to improve their understanding of what they are studying as they interpret the materials they are studying themselves. Note taking methods: Understanding of what has been read should precede note taking

Methods of Note-taking are highlighted by Ipaye (1986:13-14).

Themes: The students can base his notes on themes that come up in the materials he reads by taking each theme and writing briefly on it, trying as much as possible to use the key words in the materials without copying.

Sprays: This is a method of quickly jotting down one’s own ideas, as well as important words, principles and concepts in the material read. The student does not have this in any specific order; he should just jot them down as they occur to him. Later on, he should put the materials he is reading aside and begin to link the ideas, words, concepts and principles together with lines, to show relationship. Word could even be mixed with sketches, graphs and diagrams but they should be linked with each other and the main topic which should be put boldly in the centre.

Pattern Notes: Notes could be arranged in a way that it way that it would give a pattern i.e. bringing together cluster of ideas, concepts principles and key words on segments of the topic. Different patterns could be noted in different ways but as it sprays they should be linked together. Pattern notes are useful in areas like Medicines, Engineering, Music, Fine Arts, etc.

Paraphrasing: This method of taking notes emphasizes taking the materials read paragraph by paragraph and re-rendering them in one’s words, to bring out only major ideas with one’s personal interpretations of same.

Summarisation: After reading a whole passage or a piece of materials the student should ask himself what the author has said and write this down in his own words. He can turn to the passage to remind himself of the key words and ideas.

The Verbatim Reporter: Majority of students use this method in lectures. They want to put down virtually everything that the lecturer says and once they miss out certain words, the notes taken become less useful. This method in lectures.

Use of Abbreviations: Another useful method of taking notes quickly and effectively is the use of abbreviations. This method saves time and space and helps the student catch up with important ideas especially in lectures. Some subjects have specific signs/codes used as abbreviation. Each student has to learn those in his subject. Sometimes there may be need to coin or invent personal codes which the student employs as abbreviations. However, there is need for care and caution in interpreting the abbreviated words as well as the codes when revising.

Different Types of Reading

The school counselor can also guide the students regarding how to read. There are various reading strategies depending on the purpose of reading. At times the students may need to read a book from cover to cover, at other time, he might have to read just a few chapters in a book while in other cases he might just be required to read a part of single chapter. Basically there are five reading methods.

Skimming: This is done to have a general impression of the book that is to understand what it is all about. Not every word is read but key areas like the title page and the major sub-headings, the first paragraph of the chapter, the first one or two sentences of each paragraph, the last
paragraph of the chapter, the summary of the chapter should also be noted.

**Scanning:** Scanning involves one’s eyes down the pages to look for specific information. There is no need of reading every word or detail. For more understanding however, one may decide to read the paragraph 48 or few sentences before and after the specific information one is actually looking for.

**Critical Reading:** AT times, one may be reading only for the purpose of finding out the author’s point of view, what motivated him to write and his biases to assist one in making up one’s mind on certain issues. The facts are therefore carefully separated from opinions and general comments while reading.

**Pleasurable Reading:** Newspapers, magazines, novels are usually read with relative ease and enjoyment. The reader may decide on what part to read.

**Detailed Reading:** When there is need to understand the whole component of a book or piece of information, detailed reading should be done. The whole passage should be carefully read and analyzed.

**SQ3R Method of Reading:** This method which enhances effective study is credited to Robinson (1946) “SQ3R” means “Survey” “Question” Read” “Recite” “Review”. These words are descriptive of the steps of the procedure involved in this method of reading:

  **Step 1-Survey:** The student should first of all survey the materials he wants to study to have an overview of such materials. The title should be noted and then he should skim through the whole material with special attention on the introduction and the summary or conclusion. This would give him a basis for subsequent in depth study of the material.

  **Step 2- Question:** Some questions should be formed after surveying the study material but where the author has already put some questions either at the 49 beginning or at the end of the chapter or book, the student should go through such questions and then search for their answers in the chapter or book.

  **Step 3- Read:** The student should carefully read the study material paying special attention to the answer to the questions in the last step, important terms. Italicized words, rules words phrase sentences, diagrams, chart and graphs. Depending on the difficulty level of the section under study, the student should try and read through more than once. While reading his personal book or not, he can underline or circle important points or words. Difficult words should be put down so that he can check up their meaning from the dictionary.

  **Step 4-Recite:** Recitation could be done aloud in a private study or silently to avoid disturbing others or by writing the points on papers. This is to help the student remember what he has read. He should go back to the section in question to ascertain his performance and correct his mistakes. Note learning should however not be encouraged except for specific laws, theories and definitions. Instead of memorizing the material the student should re-state the important points in his own words without distorting the original ideas and concepts being put forward by the author. The ability of the student to recall from the short term memory is put to rest.

  **Step 5-Revie:** A review of the material being learnt would help in making “assurance double sure” in that the student goes over what he has studied by reciting the major points, the questions and re-reading parts of the study materials searching for the meaning of certain concepts and putting down questions for further clarifications. This method enhances effective learning because it is systematic and it encourages active participation of the student in the process of learning.

**Conclusion**

In the process of studying, the student should make sure that the right information is properly encoded to enhance prompt recall of material studied. New information acquired should be put to use by applying such information to relevant situations, people and events. More questions should be asked regarding the current information to ensure its sound rooting. New acquired information or knowledge should be linked with existing ones i.e. the previously acquired knowledge in an appropriate manner. Similarities as well as differences between the new and the old should be closely examined. At the end of each study period, the student should evaluate his achievement for that period to see whether he has gained from the study or not. If he has not achieved his set goal for the period, he should examine the reason why and should then do something about it against the next study period.
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